Wrangler. a ranch hand that cares for saddled horses. Trail Boss. the cowboy/cowhand that leads the cattle drive and makes the decisions.


24. INTRODUCTION. Cattle originate from the Auroch (Bos primigenius) which inhabited Europe and large parts of Asia and North Africa. The Auroch are thought to have been domesticated about 9000 years ago. In India a subspecies of the Auroch was domesticated to give rise to cattle with the characteristic hump and dewlap â€“ Bos indicus or zebu type cattle. The hump-less cattle that originated elsewhere are known as Bos taurus. Despite the wide set of their eyes, however, they do have a blind spot directly behind them. This panoramic lateral vision, achieved by each eye independently, does not provide depth perception. Welcome to the Activity Guide for BOOK 2: COWBOYS AND HORSES of the RANCH LIFE SERIES WITH HANK THE COWDOG by John R. Erickson. The following pages contain science and social studies activities designed to coordinate with chapters in the book. These 9 activities can be treated as stand-alone supplement/enrichment activities for your classroom curriculum OR can be taught sequentially as a total Ranch Life unit. Lots of cowboys, ranchers, cattle, and horses have run through these parts. I am going to give you a brief history of how our ranch got here. A group needs one HISTORY OF TRAILDRIVING -TIMELINE and a set of HISTORY OF TRAILDRIVING -EVENT CARDS. 2. Read over your EVENT CARDS to familiarize yourself with the events.